
UYourchilli should start shooting out in spring
and bear fruit earlier than it its first year"

roots to provide aeration, put it into a bigger
pot with some extra fresh soil and give it a
feed. It should start shooting out in early spring
and show quick and healthy growth, bearing
fruit earlier than in its first year.

and less light will mean they may become
dormant, lose their leavesor die completely.
If your plant starts to die back you should
prune it into shape, removing any dead stem
tips or, if the stems start to die completely,
then cut it right back to a few strong

woody stems and it should shoot
out when temperatures start

to warm again.

Pruning
This is a difficult topic to advise
on and very much needs some
judgement on your part. For
UK growers, if you have a
nice, bright, heated
conservatory then your
plants might continue
growing for a long time
(as long as they are fed
and watered). In such
casesyou need to do
nothing more than enjoy a
continuing supply of fresh
chillies. If your conditions are less
than ideal, then your plants will
reflect this. Cooler temperatures

Removing Fruit
Becauseof the cooler
temperatures and lower

light levels,your plant will
slow down or even stop
growing over the winter time.
Any fruit that it may bear are
likely to be stunted, lacking
in heat and with little

flavour. Therefore it is best to
pick them off so they don't sap

energy from the plant unnecessarily.
That way, your chillies should thrive.

l:I@stephen0512 "I've tried in the polytunnel
with bubble wrap round them but they died
anyway. Taking them indoors seems to be the
best/on Iy option. "

rl @glendaj23 "We have a Habanero chilli which
is doing great in its 3rd season. Bring indoors in
winter but allow it to live in a cooler location."

rl@10MinGardener "1 managed to overwinter
a couple. I cut back to main stems and about
1Oems for side branches, kept just moist and
frost-free, & repotted in spring."

Buy the book!
The above feature has
been modified from
Growing Chillies by Jason
Nickels, priced at £1 1.99,
SBN 9780957444607.
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Ask the experts

Keeping
hilli Rlants
OVER WINTER

Have you grown super-sized pepper plants
this summer and are loathed to throw them
away? Let Jason Nickels of South Devon

"Chilli Farm explain how you can keep them
---:::~~~'

If you want to keep your chilli plants over
winter then bear in mind that some
varieties stand a better chance of survival
than others. Generally, bigger, fleshy chillies
that grow on sizeable plants with large, fleshy
leaveswon't do as well as a tougher, woody-
stemmed, small-leaved plants. This means that
types like Poblano, Wax Chillies, Inferno or
sweet peppers aren't good for keeping over
winter. Not only are they less likely to survive,
they are also fairly quick-growing and so there
is less benefit in keeping them. The real benefit
is to keep slower growing plants so that you
get a head start in spring time and an earlier

crop next year. Various varieties of Aji
(Capsicum baccatum), Hot Chocolate
Habanero, Tepin, Tabasco, and small Thai type
chillies are more likely to survive and will also
reward you with an early crop next year.

you will need to bring your plants indoors in
September or October in order for them to live.
Evena greenhouse or garage will not be warm
enough unless it has heating. This often leads
to life or death dilemmas when there are just
too many plants for the space available. Which
one stays and which one goes?Temperature

Ideally, chilli plants shouldn't spend anything
longer than short periods below 16°(. They
can tolerate occasional periods of near freezing
temperatures but you shouldn't take this for
granted and if these periods last for more than
a few hours, or occur on a nightly basis, then
your plants won't survive. In the UK, this means

Feed and Water
Keep the soil slightly moist, but bear in mind
that in cooler temperatures the leaves will not
transpire greatly and therefore the plant won't
suck up as much water as in the summer
months. Consequently less frequent watering
is the order of the day, maybe as little as once
a week in cold spells.

Re-potting
A few months of regular watering from above
can cause the compost to settle and become
compacted, which closes out vital air gaps and
stops oxygen reaching the plant roots. As the
plant has taken up a lot of the nutrients from
the compost it can become too acidic which
will suppress growth in the coming year. It is
therefore worthwhile re-potting the plant
before it starts to grow again at the end of
winter. Loosen the compost slightly around the


